There may be some additional literature.

**Textbook:** Manzo, L. C. & Devine-Wright, P. (2013). *Place attachment: Advances in theory, methods and applications*, Routledge, Oxon. (At the library it is available for 3 users (seven days) and 3 copies at the shelf).

**Block I – Defining place attachment: a dynamic and emotional perspective**


Scannell, L., & Gifford, R. (2014). Comparing the theories of interpersonal and place attachment. In *Place attachment: advances in theory, methods and applications* (pp. 23-26).


Block II – The making of home across life span


Block III – Homelessness, place disruption, challenges and renegotiation of bonds


Block IV – From theories on place attachment to practice: Housing projects, alternative dwellings and neighbourhoods


Literature to assignment


---

**Additional literature of interest (not mandatory)**

---


**Bell, P. A., Greene, T., C., Fischer, J., & Baum, A. (2001). Personal space and territoriality *Environmental psychology* (pp. 252-332). Orlando: Harcourt Collage Publisher.**


**Dandy, J., Horwitz, P., Campbell, R. S., Drake, D., & Leviston, Z. (2019). Leaving home: place attachment and decisions to move in the face of environmental change. *Regional environmental change, 19*(2), 615-620.**


More information:

Course leader:
Elisabeth von Essen
Elisabeth.von.essen@slu.se